Great progress has been made after 14 year of experiments with the gas-loading D/Pd system. 6 watts of "excess heat" were generated in a gas-loaded D/Pd system for 9 hours continuously. This experiment has been repeated 6 times already in various configurations. The "excess power" density in the Pd disk is more than 100 W per cubic centimeter, which is about the power density in a fuel rod of a thermal neutron fission reactor.
Introduction
Gas-loading has been applied (instead of electrolysis) to load deuterium into the palladium lattice at Tsinghua laboratory since 1989 [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . There are four advantages to the gas-loading D/Pd system: safety, sensitivity, low cost, and a higher operating temperature. Among these four advantages, the most important one is that the operating temperature can be higher than 100ºC. Not only is Carnot efficiency higher, but the higher temperature of working media led to discoveries about the reaction in the temperature domain above the boiling point of heavy water, which could not have been made with unpressurized liquid systems. In ICCF-9, a correlation between deuterium flux and heat flow was first reported [1] in the temperature range of 140-150ºC after 16 repetitions in a high precision Calvet calorimeter (C-80D). After ICCF-9, based on that correlation, a new gas-loading D/Pd system was built to make use of this discovery, with the ultimate goal of developing a self-sustaining heat generator. Two improvements were made to keep the excess heat continuous:
(1) A constant deuterium gas supply to keep the pressure difference across the Pd thin film.
(2) An electrical heater was used to heat the Pd film, and to calibrate the calorimeter. The key issue has been the discovery of the anomalous behavior of the deuterium flux. Usually, the deuterium flux permeating the Pd film was considered as a monotonic function of the temperature (T Pd ). The deuterium flux was supposed to increase dramatically with the temperature. However, it was discovered that at certain temperature, T r , the deuterium flux reached a peak value and then declined. In other words, the deuterium flux dropped in an anomalous way when temperature was just over T r . This drop in deuterium flux was accompanied by a drop in heat flow, conforming to the correlation between heat flow and the deuterium flux that we observed previously [1] . Consequently, a negative feed-back mechanism was established in Pd film when the temperature reached the higher temperature side of the flux peak at T r , i.e. when T Pd > T r , the heat flow decreased when T Pd increased; hence, T Pd would decrease back until T Pd reached a steady state. The new apparatus was designed based on this concept in mind. A schematic of the previous apparatus [1] is shown in Fig. 1 (right lower corner). The high precision Calvet calorimeter was selected for excess heat measurement. It was sensitive to a heat flow in the order of micro-watt, which is about the variation of metabolic heat of a singing insect. When the deuterium flux through the thin wall of the Pd tube reached a peak at T r (the thin solid line in the upper left corner of Fig. 1 ), the heat flow reached a peak as well (shown by the thick dash-dot-dash line). The peak value was in the order of 2 milliwatts. The high sensitivity of Calvet calorimeter was well suited to confirm the correlation between this heat flow and the deuterium flux, but there was no direct measurement of temperature of the Pd tube. It was assumed that the temperature of the Pd tube, T Pd , was determined by the environment. (That is, the heater and the reaction vessel were assumed to be isothermal). Indeed we knew nothing about the temperature distribution on the Pd tube, and we did not know how to control this distribution of temperature in the Calvet calorimeter.
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Heating Coil Figure 2 . New apparatus to detect and control the temperature of Pd disk from edge Thermocouple Fig. 2 shows the schematics of the new apparatus designed to improve the detection and control of the temperature of the Pd film. A palladium disk (φ20mm×0.1mm) was inserted between two stainless steel cells. An electrical heater was wound around the Pd disk to heat the disk from its edge. A thermocouple was attached to the edge of the Pd disk to detect its temperature at edge. The left cell was filled with deuterium gas (about 1 atm.), and the right cell was evacuated by a mechanic pump to about 150 Pa.
Results
When only the circumference of a round Pd disk was heated, the temperature gradient pointed to the direction of the radius; i.e. the temperature at edge was higher than that at the center of the Pd disk. Once the temperature approached T r , a heat source appeared first at the edge of the palladium disk which "ignited" the Pd disk from the edge to the center. As a result, the temperature gradient reversed its direction suddenly; i.e. the temperature at center was higher than that at edge. Due to the abovementioned negative feed-back mechanism, this new distribution of the temperature was quite persistent. Even if the heating power was reduced later to lower the temperature at the edge of Pd disk, the temperature at center remained higher than T r . Fig. 3 shows schematically the temperature distribution of the Pd disk in the period of heating-up (lower contours) and cooling-down (upper contours), respectively. When the heater started heating the edge of Pd disk, the temperature distribution curve was of concave shape first (see the middle of Fig. 3 ). When the heating power was increasing, the edge temperature was raised to the region of heat generation (the dotted line region where T low < T Pd < T upper ); then, the heat flow would quickly raise the temperature of inner part of the Pd disk. This resulted in an inversion of the temperature gradient. The concave curve turned into a convex curve as shown by the two curves in the middle of Fig. 3 .
This inversion appeared as a hysteresis in plot of T Pd versus heating power in Fig. 4 . When the electrical heating power was raised, the temperature at the edge of Pd disk, T Pd , In a comparison blank run, we replaced the Pd disk with a copper disk. Fig. 5 shows the plot of T Pd versus heating power for the case of copper disk (the black crosses). In order to show the temperature variation with time, for each step of electrical heating power, the edge temperatures at each time step were shown by a series of crosses aligned in a vertical line. It approached its equilibrium value gradually. There was a distinct difference between the Pd and Cu behavior. For the copper disk there was no temperature jump or wide hysteresis behavior as that for Pd disk. For the Pd disk the cooling-down curve was far above the heating-up curve when T Pd is less than 80ºC. Nevertheless, for the copper disk the cooling-down curve was close to the heating-up curve even if T Pd is less than 80ºC. 
Discussion
A quantitative analysis have been done as follows. Because the equilibrium time was very long for the system, the heating and cooling process was a time-consuming if we waited to reach the equilibrium at every power-step. Instead of waiting, we tried to analyze the experimental data when the system did not reach its equilibrium with the environment. For this purpose an integration method was applied.
The basic calorimetric equation was Here C M is the heat capacity of the system in order to consider the non-equilibrium feature (i.e. dT/dt≠0). k is the heat transfer coefficient; T and T room are the temperature of the system and the room, respectively. I and V are the electrical current and voltage of the heating power, respectively. Q x is the excess heat source (if any). Here, T i and T f are the initial and final temperature of the system, respectively. In order to find the heat transfer coefficient, k ; we may integrate all the data for the heating-up and cooling-down process. Then T i = T f which will eliminate the unknown C M first. For the copper disk, Q x is assumed to be zero also. Having integrated the joule heating power, we obtained 
Then, we select the maximum temperature as T f , and the heat capacity of the system can be obtained from the same integration equation for copper disk as
Indeed, the heating-up and cooling-down were two sets of independent data, and we can use them to calculate the heat capacity independently. The difference of the heat capacity for heating-up and cooling-down is less than 1 J/ºC. This is a good confirmation of our assumption on the constancy of k and C M .
Since the replacement of copper disk by palladium disk does not change the calorimetric feature of the system much, we further assume that the heat transfer coefficient and the heat capacity are same for the Pd disk and Cu disk system. We can estimate the power of the excess heat for the Pd disk system as The maximum excess power is more than 10 W while the electrical heating power is less than 9 W. Indeed the excess power density in the Pd disk is more than 100W/cm 3 which is greater than the power density in a fuel rod of the thermal neutron fission reactor.
The total excess heat released in 9 hours was 192 kJ. Based on the total number of deuterium atoms permeating the Pd disk (2.6×10 20 ), we estimate the average energy released from each deuterium atom was 4.6 keV. Even if we average over all the palladium atoms (0.3 g. of Pd ~0.003 mole), it gives 0.44 keV per Pd atom. In other words, this amount of excess heat is about 57 MJ/Mole for Pd which is much greater than any heat of formation, heat of solution, and chemical bond energy. We conclude that there was a non-chemical origin for such a large amount of excess heat. close to the copper disk data (black crosses). Hence, the excess heat in Pd disk is confirmed, and reproducible. 
The feasibility of a self-sustaining heat generator
This behavior implied that it might be possible to construct a self-sustaining heat generator, if we can generate enough excess power in the Pd disk, with insulation good enough to maintain this temperature with zero external heating power. Fig. 8 shows schematics of a new set of apparatus provided by Dr. Schmidt at Institute for Engineering Reach and Applications. The whole D/Pd system was installed in a bell jar which was evacuated by an ion pump and a turbo-molecular pump. This vacuum greatly improved the thermal insulation of D/Pd system. 40 Watts of electrical heating power would heat the D/Pd system to 400ºC, i.e. the heat transfer coefficient k ~ 0.1 W/ºC which was less than 0.222W/ºC of present D/Pd system. The preliminary results in this new set of apparatus will be reported later.
